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Commentary :
On boot, the user is presented with a familiar desktop, with the usual wallpapers 
and icons. The bar on the left presents him with the global controls of the OS, and 
will as a default be either permanently visible (large screens) or automatically 
hidden/reduced but always quickly accessible (smaller screens).

Contents of the bar are, from top to bottom :
● System menu : A spacious full-screen interface for doing everything that can't be 
done directly with the rest of the left bar's controls.
● Application switcher : The main interface for switching between different 
applications. Currently displayed applications are highlighted through some visual 
effect. The desktop itself is considered an application as a default, removing the 
need for a « show desktop » button.
● Application launchers : It is possible to « pin » applications to the panel for quick 
access. They are managed in a fashion that's consistent with that of active tasks, 
like on Mac OS X and Windows 7.
● Status icons, clock : Various status information, typically about network 
connectivity, sound, battery level, and the current time and date.
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Commentary :
A few hours later, our user is in the middle of his work. He has two opened 
applications, ActiveApp and App 2. ActiveApp is currently in the foreground.

The application makes optimal use of the available screen space and reduces 
visual distractions by adopting a full screen layout. Multiple opened documents or 
instances of the application are managed through tabs. Switching to another tab 
is done by clicking on it, and closing an individual tab is done by using the cross 
button next to its name.

When too many tabs are present to display everything at once, methodologies 
like Mozilla Firefox's « arrow » buttons and tab cycling combobox may be used to 
mitigate the issue. Thumbnail-based overview of all open tabs like Mac OS X's 
Exposé feature may also be envisioned.

Closing a whole application is done using the bigger cross button, which is also 
color-coded in a fashion that's similar to the sidebar to reflect its « global » status. 
When many tabs are opened, clicking that button results in a (disable-able) 
warning which reminds the distracted user that there still are other tabs in the 
background, while still offering the option to quit the application anyway.
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Modal window (or «pop-up»)

Commentary :
At some points, the operating system and its applications won't be able to take a 
decision on their own, and will have to ask the user what to do. Other times, they 
will have to display a piece of information that the user must absolutely read and 
acknowledge (typical example being the « battery is running critical » warning of 
many Oss).

In such circumstances, there's nothing wrong with using modal windows, as long 
as it is made visually clear what kind of controls won't be responsive until the 
question is answered.

Modal windows should have a scope. Until the question within them is answered, 
they may freeze interaction with a tab, a full application, or the whole system, 
depending on what is dependent on the answer. Typical use case for freezing a 
tab would be the «save or quit ?» dialog of most productivity software when 
closing a file. Typical use case for freezing an application is the one described 
above, as the action of closing everything affects the whole application. Freezing 
the whole system would make sense when the battery goes critical and the OS 
absolutely has to inform the user that he only has few minutes left.

Only privileged software should be able to spawn system-wide modal windows, 
due to their high annoyance potential.
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Notifications

Commentary :
In most situation, when informing the user that something is going on, the OS and 
applications don't need to force him to acknowledge the situation. They may just 
display a small, transient pop-up that informs the user of what's going on simply 
by having him look at a corner of the screen, and that will automatically disappear 
after a few seconds if no signs of interest show up.

An icon is used to picture where the notification is coming from, or what it is 
about. A familiar-looking cross icon may be used to get rid of the notification 
quicker. In case the user is, however, interested, he can click the rest of the 
notification to get access to more complex controls. As an example, clicking a 
« new IM message » notification would automatically open a conversation with 
the person and redirect the user to the proper conversation and tab. Clicking an 
« incoming VoIP call » notification would answer it, whereas clicking the cross 
would block it. And so on.

Aside from icons, animations may also be used to precisely visually indicate 
« where » a notification is coming from (another application, another tab of the 
current one...). The importance of having the user know this will start to make 
fully sense at the next page.
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Commentary :
Notifications are small and transient because it's sufficient in most cases and 
much less annoying than pop-ups when the user is focused on doing something. 
However, it sometimes happen that users want to know about something right 
now, but learn more about it later. In that case, an hybrid solution between 
notifications and pop-ups must be found

Considering, as an example, a scenario where the user receives a new e-mail 
while he is typing a chapter of a big report. He will probably want to end his 
chapter right now and read more about the e-mail after that. So it would be great 
if the OS kept subtly visually reminding him about the mail for later.

In that case, what I'd suggest would be to put a number overlay on the notifying 
application's icon, reminding him that things are pending there. When the user is 
done with his report and click the app's icon, two reactions may be envisioned. 
Either the counter is simply silently reset, sufficient in many cases, or for complex 
software a modal window shows up with a summary of past notifications.

All that's for notifications from another user-opened software. Notifications from 
another tab of the current software would simply make that tab visually stand out, 
whereas notifications from daemons and the system would be « adopted » by the 
system menu.
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Commentary :
At this point, power users may, reasonably enough, voice concerns about the 
practicality of the « everything is full screen » approach. In advanced usage 
scenarios, it is common to want to see two windows side by side, a typical use 
case being software development, where one has one text editor and one web 
browser or terminal side by side. And considering that TOSP would allow for 
efficient window resizing, one might wonder what this will be used for.

The answer I propose to this problem is to offer easy-to-use tiling facilities to 
people who read manuals. Want to show two tabs side by side in an application ? 
Just hold « Ctl » pressed and select both, as in a file explorer. The OS will 
automatically « split » the tab area in two and offer a tiled view of both tabs. If 
you're not satisfied with the way the splitting is done, just grab that splitting line 
with your mouse or finger and drag it around until the screen is shared the way 
you want. And what if you want to show tabs from two different applications, as in 
the use case above ? Simply Ctl+Click your way in the left panel. Both 
applications will be marked as active and each area of the screen will show the 
active tab(s) of the selected applications, along with the close button of each.

On multi-screen setups, where multiple windows are especially useful, the tile 
generator could even be set up to only use one screen as a default, and 
automatically make one tile fill each other screen as they are opened.



That's all, folks !
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